February 2021

What is Flow Ministries? Moving Forward in 2021
2020 was a year of transitioning, learning, and growing for Flow Without Bounds Ministries. For
a man who enjoys stability, Pastor Brian, the Executive Director and Lead Pastor of Flow, was constantly
adjusting to change. Looking back at what made 2020 a memorable year, Brian credits it to the faithfulness
of the volunteers who continued to be the hands and feet of Jesus as well as the generosity of the donors
who gave selflessly from their own resources for the neighbours at Kin Village—THANK YOU!

Going forward in 2021, Brian plans to center
Flow on being a Christ-empowered care and
compassion initiative to the neighbours at Kin Village.
With this new focus came the painful decision in
December 2020 to retire the @Play ministry. We
are evermore grateful for everything that Simon
did at Flow, and we know that he will be a blessing
wherever God leads him next. As one chapter closes,
we started another one by hiring a Stream Mentoring
Program Director to develop and grow the existing
mentoring program at Kin Village (more about this
story on page 2).
As Brian considers the work of Flow, he
narrows it down to the ministry of presence and the
ministry of practical help. Through Steve Corbett
and Brian Fikkert’s book When Helping Hurts, Brian
learned that poverty is not defined as a lack of
material things, but of brokenness in relationship
with God, self, others, and the rest of creation. The
authors explain, “Poverty alleviation is the ministry
of reconciliation: moving people closer to glorifying
God by living in right relationship with God, with self,
with others, and with the rest of creation.”1 At Flow,
we seek to bring healing in these broken relationships
through the power and the good news of Jesus
Christ to the neighbours of Kin Village (see diagram
on bottom of page 2 for a detailed explanation).
Although we may bring temporary relief through
physical resources, we want to impart what will make
the lasting impact in these neighbour’s lives—as well
as our own—which is Jesus Christ, the hope of glory.
With the years to come, Brian hopes that
Flow not only ministers to the neighbours, but with
the neighbours of Kin Village. As these neighbours
become transformed by the gospel truth, may they
also be a part of bringing shalom to the community.
Steve Corbett and Brian Fikkert, When Helping Hurts: How to Alleviate Poverty without
Hurting the Poor . . . and Yourself (Chicago, IL: Moody Publishers, 2012), 74.
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Introducing Our New
Director @ Stream
Stream Mentoring is a
unique program where Christian
mentors intentionally share biblical
truths with their non-Christian
mentees as they journey together
week after week. The hope is not
only for these mentees to be
transformed by Jesus Christ, but
also for those around them to
notice this change and, Lord willing,
become transformed by Jesus too.
Over the past year, a lack
of direction and staffing changes
left Stream at a standstill. As Flow
looked for ways to revamp Stream,
they hired Dr. Jessica Wan as
their Interim Stream Mentoring
Program Director. Jess is no
stranger at Stream; she has been
actively serving as a mentor for
almost three years and had been
a mentor coach for a year. She
holds a Ph.D. in Church Music with a
concentration in music ministry and

a minor in women’s ministry from
Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary (Fort Worth, TX).

During Jess’s interim post
(February 2021–January 2022), she
aims to create a holistic program,
where the emphasis is on volunteers
growing closer to God as they
serve. Her work will primarily consist
of developing training materials to
equip mentors and mentor coaches
in the areas of spiritual formation,
evangelism, and administration. Of

these three areas, Jess believes
the most important is spiritual
formation, and intends on placing
a focus on spiritual growth during
regular meetings with the mentors
and mentor coaches. Additionally,
she will be connecting with local
churches to recruit new volunteers.
Jess’s passion to invest in
the next generation stems from
her personal desire to be mentored
when she was a teenager, but she
did not have the opportunity until
she was an adult. The wisdom and
guidance that she received from
godly mentors deeply impacted her
walk with Jesus, and she prays she
could do the same for others too.

Bringing Restoration to Kin Village through the power of Christ
God

Our primary relationship is with God
and human being’s purpose is to
glorify God and to enjoy Him forever.

Self

People are uniquely
created in the image of
God and thus have inherent
worth and dignity.
Brokenness of Being:
• god-complexes
• low self-esteem
• physical and health
challenges
Through home visitations and the
mentoring program, Flow seeks
to help neighbours recognize
their identity and worth as a child
of God and affirm that they can
make a difference in this world

Brokenness of Spiritual
Intimacy:
• denying God’s
existence and authority
• worshipping false gods
and spirits

Flow seeks to share the
salvific message of Jesus
Christ, because restoration
of self, others, and rest
of creation begins with a
relationship with God.

Humanity's

Brokenness

We all experience brokenness in these four
relationships due to sin. Only Jesus Christ can bring
healing in these areas.

Others

God created us to live in loving
relationship with one another.

Brokenness of Community:
• self-centeredness
• exploitation and abuse of others
• loneliness

With events such as BBQ, Christmas
and Easter services, Flow seeks to
bring the community of Kin Village
together, showing that there can
be reconciliation and forgiveness in
hurting relationships through Christ.

Rest of Creation

God called humans to
interact with creation,
to make possibilities
into realities, and to be
able to sustain ourselves
via the fruits of our
stewardship.
Brokenness of
Stewardship:
• loss of sense of
purpose
• materialism
• laziness/workaholics
Flow seeks to show the
neighbours of Kin Village
how they can be good
stewards of the resources
and abilities that God has
blessed them with. We
come together yearly to
cleanup the Kin Village
neighbourhood.

Reference: Steve Corbett and Brian Fikkert, When Helping Hurts: How to Alleviate Poverty without Hurting the Poor . . . and Yourself (Chicago, IL: Moody Publishers, 2012), 54-59.
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What is the Christmas Hamper Program?
“Giving a gift can open doors…” Proverbs 18:16 (NLT)
Our annual Christmas Hamper Program is a
practical way of building relationships with the families
in Kin Village by presenting them with a gift to meet
their needs during the holiday season. Of course, the
greatest gift these families can receive is the gift of
Jesus Christ. This is why in every interaction that a
sponsor of the hamper has with their assigned family is
intentional on having spiritual conversations, and lifting
their needs through prayer to the One who is able to
abundantly bless them. We hope our gift giving will
open the door to the gospel...

How can we help the poor without
hurting the poor and ourselves?

Come join Pastor Brian on a 6-week book study on
When Helping Hurts to learn how we can tangibly serve
the neighbours of Kin Village and transform lives with
the message of hope in Jesus Christ.
The study will begin in April. Please email Pastor Brian:
HeyBrianYu@gmail.com by March 26, 2021 to sign up!

It Takes
One Body

Last November,
Pastor Brian and his wife
connected personally
with
neighbours
at
Kin Village to inquire
whether their family
needed a hamper. With one particular home that they
visited, they were greeted by a friendly elderly couple.
Brian asked whether the lady of the house was home,
but the elderly woman responded in Chinese. Brian
tried asking again, and the elderly woman continued
in Chinese. The exchange went on for a while, but
ultimately went nowhere as Brian did not know
Chinese and the elderly couple did not know English.
Determined to serve and bless this family, Brian and his
wife returned week after week only to encounter that
same lovely couple again and again.
Providence came when a small group from a
church near Kin Village emailed Brian of their interest in
Flow’s Christmas Hamper Program. Knowing the small
group was from a Chinese church, Brian asked the
group leader if anyone in her group knew how to speak
Cantonese or Mandarin, as Brian was not sure what
language the elderly couple spoke. The group leader
said she was fluent
in both, then Brian
told her he had the
perfect
neighbour
for them to provide
a hamper for—the
Chinese family. The
small group leader
gave the family a
call and was able to confirm items that they needed.
Within a week, the hamper was assembled and
ready for delivery. Looking back, Brian thought this
neighbour was going to be the last family to receive a
hamper, but they ended up being the first ones in the
neighbourhood to receive it.
There is a saying
that goes, “It takes a village
to raise a child.” Likewise in
ministry, “It takes one Body
to reach a neighbour.” It is
amazing to witness through
the Hamper Program the
coming together of Christian
brothers and sisters to serve
our neighbour.

Upcoming Events
and Announcements:
Have a prayer request?
Come to our Zoom version of
Prayer Summits:

March 10

April 28

March 24

May 12

April 14

May 26

We are always looking for

VOLUNTEERS
in our many ministries!

		

Join our Lighthouse
Zoom Meeting every
Sunday 7:30-9:00pm
For Zoom ID login to these meetings,
email us: flowministries.board@gmail.com

Prayer Requests:
♦♦ Praise the Lord for some of the Kin Village
neighbours who have been joining us online for
Lighthouse every Sunday!
♦♦ Pray for creativity in reaching Kin Village neighbors
especially when pandemic restrictions start to
ease.
♦♦ Pray for the health and safety of neighbours and
volunteers as we continue to engage in essential
services for them.
♦♦ Pray for Jess that God may grant her wisdom and
knowledge as she leads the Stream Mentoring
program.
♦♦ Pray that we can continue to partner with more
churches and volunteers this year.

Want to find ways you
could serve with Flow?
Send us an email:
flowministries.general@gmail.com

How to Give:
Thank YOU for contributing to Kingdom
work! Whether you support Flow Without
Bounds Ministries through praying, giving,
or serving, we greatly appreciate YOU!

Send Us a Cheque:
21 Saintsbury Road
Markham ON
L6C 2H9

Give via Interac e-Transfer:

Send your donation to: flow.finances@gmail.com
Email the password and your name and mailing
address to: flow.finances@gmail.com

(You only need to send us this information once for our record.)
Flow Without Bounds Ministries is a registered charitable organization under the
Canadian Revenue Agency (no. 831531710 RR 0001). Eligible supporters will receive a
tax-receipt in the mail at the end of the year for their givings.

